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Abstract—Securing data transmission aims at preventing unau-
thorized interceptors from accessing sensitive data. To that
end, Transmission Security (TRANSEC) defines several secu-
rity techniques for physical layer and cryptography. Among
those techniques, Frequency Hopping (FH) transmission rapidly
changes the carrier frequency over many distinct channels,
following a predefined pseudo-random sequence of frequency
hops. It allows a sporadic communication over a wide bandwidth,
being therefore hard to intercept. To tackle this security barrier,
this paper proposes a method to intercept the used channel of a
FH system, when the system bandwidth is large and the number
of hops per second is very high. Both a channel detection and a
synchronisation methods are introduced and allow an accurate
channel detection after only 20 hops dedicated to synchronisation.
Moreover, the proposed method has been validated on real FH-
based Bluetooth signal using a software defined radio.

Index Terms—TRANSEC, Frequency Hopping, Software De-
fined Radio, Interception.

I. INTRODUCTION

While data confidentiality is commonly ensured (e.g. using

cryptography mechanisms) while being stored or transmitted,

the transmission needs also to be protected against signal

interception, jamming disruption or authentication deception.

This is particularly the case while sensitive data are transmitted

e.g. for military and government organization networks and

devices. This high level of transmission security is addressed

by Transmission security (TRANSEC) which defines security

measures to prevent these attacks.

TRANSEC proposes the use of several techniques for the

physical layer, such as burst encoding, spread spectrum ,

and Frequency Hopping (FH), and to secure the transmission

stream using a Transmission Security Key (TSK) and cryptog-

raphy algorithm. The goals of these techniques include their

low probability of being detected (and intercepted) and/or their

robustness to jamming [1][2].

Among these techniques, FH allows a high protection

against interception by rapidly switching the carrier frequency

among many distinct channels, occupying a large spectral

band. It is thus overly complex to know the hop sequence

of the TRANSEC [3] and this security barrier could be only

broken in the past using high-end equipment (e.g. spectrum

analyzer). However, new generations of Software Defined

Radio (SDR) [4] are now capable to capture those signals over

large bandwidths and with high digital-to-analog converter

resolutions, while being at a very reasonable cost. Real time

FH detection is therefore particularly relevant for TRANSEC

interception systems. Moreover it will enlarge the scope of

side-channel interception as existing methods focus on fixed

carrier transmissions [5] .

This paper proposes a method to intercept a FH signal

using SDR by estimating the used channel. Some studies on

FH channel detection exist but only deal with few hops per

seconds [6][7] or are based on complex methods such as

particle filtering [8], autocorrelation techniques [9] or time-

frequency image processing [10]. Moreover, these methods do

not cope with very large instantaneous bandwidths and can not

deal with fast FH signals in real time.

While FH frequency range, number of channels and burst

duration are governed by standards (e.g. Bluetooth standard),

fine time-frequency synchronisation and FH hop sequence

remain unknown. Besides, as the hop sequence can be very

long as in TRANSEC case (and thus impossible to estimate),

the only solution is to detect the used channel in real time.

The baseband signal can be thus intercepted despite the FH

TRANSEC which enables an attacker to retrieve the data.

The main contributions of this paper are the design of

low complexity signal processing techniques for both channel

detection and time synchronisation, as well as an experimental

validation with a 100 MHz Ettus X310 SDR intercepting in

real time the unknown frequencies used by a commercial

Bluetooth device.

The rest of this paper is divided into four sections. Section II

describes the FH model and the proposed interception system.

The proposed FH detector and the proposed synchronisation

method are presented in Sections III and IV respectively.

Both include simulation results. The approach is validated in

Section V by listening to a Bluetooth signal, while Section VI

eventually draws some conclusions and perspectives.

II. FH MODEL AND PROPOSED INTERCEPTION METHOD

We consider a baseband message b(t) (e.g TRANSEC or

Bluetooth) of bandwidth Fb. This message is then modulated

following the FH sequence, resulting in a Fs bandwidth

transmitted signal:

x(t) = b(t)e2jπfpt, (1)
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Fig. 1: Proposed architecture of the interception system.

with fp the associated channel frequency of transmitted sym-

bols of b(t). Assuming that N channels can be used, then

fp = p× Fb =
p× Fs

N
, p = 0, . . . , N − 1. (2)

The same FH index p is maintained constant for a slot duration

Tb and thus is used for several consecutive symbols and

λ = TbFs

N
is denoted the so-called repetition factor. In the

following, the received signal d(t) is delayed by τ and is

supposed to only be impaired by an Additive White Gaussian

Noise (AWGN) of variance σ2
n and is therefore expressed as

d(t) = x(t− τ) + n(t). (3)

It is to note that in our work, we assume that the hop

sequence (i.e. fp, ∀p) and the transmission delay τ are

unknown. The purpose is thus to propose a system capable

to recover these parameters to retrieve the baseband message

of bandwidth Fb.

The proposed solution is described in Fig. 1. This solu-

tion can cope with any FH system and is not restricted to

TRANSEC case. It will be for instance directly applied to a

Bluetooth case in Section V. This method particularly targets

systems with very low slot duration (low value of λ), more

difficult to tackle.

The architecture is split into different blocks. The delay

estimation block that aims to find the delay τ . This processing

has only to be done at the beginning of the operation as the

estimated parameter τ̂ is not likely to change.

The time alignment block aims to shift the incoming buffers

to match the FH hop, based on the delay estimation τ̂ . The

block provides a synchronised input d̂[s] sampled at Fs of

size λN associated to an unknown FH carrier frequency fp to

estimate.

The FH detector estimates which channel is used. This de-

tector requires two parameters associated to the HF sequence

generation: N and λ. In this paper, we will assume that these

parameters are known by the receiver, as it can be fixed

by a standard (e.g for Bluetooth N = 80 and λ = 625).

If these parameters are unknown (for instance TRANSEC

case), an additional identification block has to be added and

investigation toward blind FH identification methods will be

remained for future studies.

III. FH DETECTOR

A. FH detection algorithm

To deal with the large bandwidth, the interception method is

supposed to be implemented in a high performance SDR that

embeds both hardware and software computational resources.

The blue stages of Fig. 1 operate at the higher rate (Fs) and

should therefore be implemented in the hardware resource,

whereas the green stage operates at lower rate and can be

implemented in the software resource. The Analog-to-Digital

Converter (ADC) from the SDR device samples the signal at

the maximum FH rate (i.e. at Fs).

The FH detector estimates which channel is used. The

detector is based on the instantaneous periodogram, averaged

by the repetition factor λ. This can be efficiently implemented

by means of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) if N is a power of

2. Considering the input d̂[s], the associated estimated channel

index p̂ is expressed as

p̂ = argmax
p∈[0;N−1]

{
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}

. (4)

Then the chosen index (linked to the central frequency by

f̂p = p̂Fs

N
) is used in the de-rotor that shifts the modulated

channel into baseband (circle operator in Fig. 1):

d̂BB[s] = d̂[s]e
−j2πsf̂p

Fs . (5)

The filtering stage lowers the rate of the detected signal

from Fs to Fb. If the correct FH channel has been chosen,

and assuming an ideal filtering operation, the resulting signal

is TRANSEC message b(t).
The proposed structure aims to recover the FH signal

while initially being sampled at the full bandwidth (at Fs).

It requires a perfect time-frequency localisation. To that goal,

the frequency estimation is averaged by a factor λ and its

accuracy is therefore enhanced. The time synchronisation

accuracy required to ensure a proper decoding is evaluated

in the next section.

B. Simulation results

The performance of the detector is evaluated in terms of

Channel Error Rate (CER), defined as the probability that the

estimated channel index p̂ differs from the effective channel

index p. Fig. 2 shows the CER versus the Signal-to-Noise

Ratio (SNR) defined from (3) as σ2
x/σ

2
n with σ2

x the variance



Fig. 2: Channel Error Rate vs SNR for various λ and delay

errors ∆τ .

of the mixed signal defined in (1). This CER is computed for

various values of λ and different synchronisation errors ∆τ .

The time synchronisation error is defined as the delay error

normalized with the burst duration, i.e.:

∆τ =
|τ − τ̂ |

Tb

. (6)

The simulation parameters are N = 80, Fs = 80 MHz and

Fb = 1 MHz. The value of λ is associated to slot duration

from 2µs (i.e very short, λ = 2 in purple) to 200 µs (λ = 200
in blue). We have also depicted the case λ = 625 (in green)

which corresponds to the Bluetooth case. It shows that the

detector is more resistant to the noise for high values of λ,

as the noise is averaged in (4). Fig. 2 shows that the required

fine synchronisation is linked to the slot duration. Indeed, in

case of synchronisation mismatch, some of the inputs of the

periodogram would be associated to the previous or to the

next slot. In the meantime, one can say that a synchronisation

error lower than 15% of the slot duration leads to a small

performance penalty. This metric is fruitful to build a simple

yet functional synchronisation stage.

IV. TIME SYNCHRONISATION

A. Proposed approach

The previous section has demonstrated the necessity to

propose an efficient synchronisation method, capable to cope

with a wide range of burst duration (i.e. λ). The purpose of this

section is to describe the synchronisation method. As shown

in Fig. 1, this algorithm is placed upstream the FH detector

and is only used at the beginning of the interception process

as the synchronisation delay τ is assumed to remain constant.

It takes the complex baseband samples as input and outputs

the estimation delay τ̂ . To achieve a fast synchronisation

algorithm (running at Fs), a limited complexity is required

and, thus, methods using maximum likelihood [11], wavelet

transform [12] or machine learning [13] can not be used. The

proposed algorithm relies on Fourier transform to detect the

signal hop with a high time resolution.

The first approach is to use the FFT [14] as used by the

FH detector. Its size is equal to the number of channels N
(with eventually zero padding to achieve a required power-of-

2). The time accuracy is quite low as the resolution is directly

linked to the FFT size. The detector will not be able to detect

a hop with an accuracy smaller than N samples (in the best

case, without noise). This time resolution can be problematic

when the burst duration is very short (i.e. small values of

λ are common in TRANSEC scenario). In order to increase

the time accuracy, the proposed approach relies on a sliding

Discrete Fourier Transform (sDFT). It computes a new spectral

transform for each incoming sample. To lower the complexity

overhead of the sliding approach, a sDFT is used instead of

a sliding FFT (sFFT) as it reuses the previous outputs (while

a sFFT recalculates the full transform for each sample) in

an adaptive manner. Moreover, the adaptive calculation does

not require N to be a power-of-2 as with FFT radix based

implementation.

From the raw output of the sDFT, additional post-processing

is required to extract a delay estimation. The full algorithm

is described in the next part. The synchronisation step has a

higher complexity than the FH detector. However, the detector

has to be used for the whole interception process (in a real

time manner) while the delay estimation block has only to be

used once, at the start of the interception (and real time is not

fully required).

B. Time synchronisation algorithm

Based on the expression of the received signal in (3), the

purpose is to find τ̂ . As the received signal d[s] is sampled at

Algorithm 1: Delay estimation

// Evaluate the bin index of current channel used for

each sample

for s = [1 : λN × L] do

S ← |sDFT (d[s])|2

V [s]← argmax(S)
end

V̄ [s] = 1
α
×

∑α−1
l=0 V [s+ l]

// Evaluate the shift in the bin index, generate the

associated pool and fix detected outliers

M [s] = |V̄ [s]− V̄ [s− 1]|
C0 ← Find each end of non-zero area in M ;

C = Correct outliers (C0);

// Evaluate synchronisation time

C ← sort(C, ascend);

k̂ ← linear regression(C);
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Fig. 3: Chronogram of the various delay estimation steps.

1/Ts (with s the sample index), we want to find the sample

delay index k defined by:

k = ⌊τ × Fs⌋ . (7)

The delay estimation step will process L × λN samples of

the signal d[s] where L is the number of slots used for the

synchronisation. Estimating the synchronisation delay τ̂ (or a

synchronisation index k̂ = ⌊τ̂ × Fs⌋) can be done by detecting

each hop. Indeed, a hop occurs when s verifies:

s = l × (λN) + k, ∀l ∈ [0;L− 1], (8)

and d[s] is expected to face at most L hops. The proposed

algorithm estimates the used channel with a high time accuracy

and deduces the synchronisation delay k̂. This value will then

be used by the time alignment block.

The algorithm is sequential and is divided into three main

stages described in Algorithm 1. The first stage intends to

extract the used channel for each incoming sample. The second

stage estimates the hop locations and removes noise artefacts.

Finally, the last stage gathers all the hop indexes and estimates

the fine time delay estimation k̂. An illustrative chronogram

of the different algorithm variables is depicted on Fig. 3. In

this simulation, the parameters are N = 80 and λ = 2 (short

burst duration as it corresponds to the worst case scenario of

Fig. 2), leading to a hop duration of λN = 160 samples. The

sample delay index is set to k = 110 and L = 9 bursts are

used for the delay estimation.

As discussed in Section IV-A, the first step applies the sDFT

and associates each sample with the channel with maximum

energy in V [s] (i.e. for each sample, the position of the

maximum of the sDFT) depicted in green on Fig. 3. As this

row estimation can strongly be affected by the additive noise,

V̄ [s], the sliding average of V [s] with a depth α, is computed

(blue curve with α = λN
4 ). A hop is defined as a variation

in the channel index and can be primarily obtained from the

instantaneous derivative M [s] = |V̄ [s] − V̄ [s − 1]| (violet

curve). If the channel index remains constant, the derivative

is equal to zero. Thus a hop can be defined as the end of

a non-zero area of M [s]. It should be pointed out that we

have area (several consecutive terms of M [s] different from

zero) instead of peaks as the derivative is computed from V̄ ,

the sliding average of V . The obtained hop locations are then

gathered in a pool C0. There are however some cases where

hops are not detected properly, and some additional processing

has to be done.

The next step is thus to correct outliers data to transform

the initial pool C0 into the new pool C. Data contained in

the pool can be of two types, correct Cc or outlier. Moreover,

there can be three types of outliers. i) Ca presence of too close

hops with respect to the expected duration expressed in (8).

These hops will then be aggregated to form a single hop in the

pool (orange dashed lines). ii) Cm absence of a hop which is

either due to the successive use of two nearby channels drown

in noise or to the re-use of the same channel. In this case, the

missing end hop is generated in the pool (orange dotted lines).

iii) Co presence of a hop out of the hop grid: this can be due

to impulsive noise or reception of a third party signal. In both

cases these hops will be discarded from the pool (black dashed

lines).

Fig. 3 clearly shows that both the sliding average (transition

from green to blue curves which removes most unwanted

artifacts as for instance around sample 350) and the outlier

correction improve the detection. The outliers Ca and Co have

been successfully detected and extracted and the missing hop

Cm have been generated. At the end, the hop position can be

extracted in the pool C = Cc ∪ Ca ∪ Cm (black circles).

The final step consists in arranging the hop positions in C in

chronological (i.e. ascend) order. As the elements in C should

follow (8), a linear regression is carried out to obtain the delay

estimation k̂ as the Y-intercept. Finally, this value is used by

the time alignment block to obtain the signal used in the FH

detector in (4) with:

d̂[s] = d[s− k̂]. (9)
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C. Simulation results

The performance of the algorithm is evaluated by simulation

on a TRANSEC-like signal with short burst duration. The

simulation parameters are the same as for the FH detector:

N = 80, Fs = 80 MHz, Fb = 1 MHz and the slot duration is

equal to Ts = 20µs (λ = 2). As it has been done in Section III-

B, the performance is assessed in terms of synchronisation

error defined in (6).

Fig. 4 shows the synchronisation performance according

to L, the number of slots used to estimate the time delay.

Performance are given for different SNR. Results show that

synchronization is possible with only 5 hops. Besides, the

accuracy is improved until 20 hops where a floor is observed.

As the complexity of this processing increases with the number

of slots used, we point out that the value of 20 used slots

is a good trade-off between synchronization accuracy and

computation time. The synchronisation error is at this stage

below to the target of 15% defined in Section III-B (see Fig. 2).

It should also be noted that these results can easily be extended

to higher value of λ with comparable results.

V. BLUETOOTH LISTENING

A. Experimental bench

The proposed method can handle any kind of FH signal with

a wide range of burst durations and bandwidths. In this section,

our algorithm is evaluated in a real Bluetooth interception

scenario. Bluetooth systems are the most commercially avail-

able devices that use FH. Targeting Bluetooth eases to validate

the two proposed processing blocks (i.e. synchronisation and

FH detection) because the parameters needed for our method

are known with Bluetooth standard (burst duration, number of

channels and carrier frequency).

The interception bench is depicted on Fig. 5. A Bluetooth

audio streaming link is set between a laptop and headphones.

The interception is performed with an Ettus X310 SDR with

an omni-directional antenna, located near the laptop at one

meter from the headphones. With this setup, the SDR receives

different power levels from the headphones and the laptop. As

Fig. 5: Experimental setup.

this SDR is capable to sample a 100 MHz bandwidth, the full

Bluetooth band (80 MHz) is sampled with a 20MHz roll-off

at the edge of the useful band. Data from the SDR is then

buffered and processed by a laptop using an Intel core I7-

8850H. The whole interception system is implemented in Julia

language [15] using UHD drivers for Ettus X310 monitoring.

B. Channel index extraction

Fig. 6 gives the results from a 30ms recording (correspond-

ing to 3.106 samples). Fig. 6a shows a time-frequency repre-

sentation of the raw data sampled by the SDR while Fig. 6b

gives the extracted channel index provided by the proposed

channel detection algorithm. The time synchronisation step has

been done beforehand this recording. In Fig. 6a, four Bluetooth

exchanges can be seen, starting at samples 300, 1050, 1800

and 2550 (×103). The transmission of the different devices

can be clearly distinguished. For each exchange, we can firstly

see a burst from the laptop with a power of about 0 dBm,

followed by a burst from the headphones with a −10 dBm

power. The SDR measures a higher power for the laptop than

for the headphones, the laptop being closer to the SDR than the

headphones. In addition to these two devices, other traces are

visible in the spectrum with a low power (below −20 dBm):

a long burst emission (probably Bluetooth 3.0 High Speed) is

visible from samples 1860 to 2550 (×103) and an exchange

between two other Bluetooth devices at sample 2360 (×103).

The whole interception process is then applied on the

received signal. In addition, a straightforward separation of

the signals from each device is made based on their received

power and burst duration.

Results are given in Fig. 6b where laptop traffic is shown in

green, headphone traffic in blue and the others are shown in

orange. The current channel is detected properly, in accordance

to Fig. 6a. Only one channel is detected at once, as can be

seen between samples 1860 to 2550 (×103), which means we

are able to discriminate useful information from noise and

even to distinguish the devices from each other. From the

channel index p̂, a real time narrowband baseband signal can

be obtained from (5). As the processed bandwidth is drastically

reduced, this clearly paves the way for fast useful information

extraction.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORKS

This paper focused on the recovering of the hop sequence

into frequency hopping signals. In this paper, we focused on

TRANSEC systems, which are based on frequency hopping

with a high number of hops per second over a wide bandwidth.

A new frequency hopping interception scheme has been pro-

posed with low complexity and capable to estimate the used

channel even with a very low slot duration. We have demon-

strated that the required time synchronisation can be relaxed to

15% of the slot duration to correctly estimate the used channel

and this synchronisation precision can be achieved after only

20 hops. Finally, the method has been validated by listening

to a commercial Bluetooth devices and blindly detecting its

frequency hops. Next steps will be to improve the algorithmic

part by estimating both the number of channel and the burst

duration, and to enhance the implementation part with FPGA

acceleration.
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